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COVARIANCES OF GENERALIZED PROCESSES

WITH ORTHOGONAL VALUES

LEWIS PAKULA

ABSTRACT.   A general form for the covariance of a generalized process

with orthogonal values is found in the case where the covariance fi   depends

on test functions and their first derivatives.  Specifically, if fi(<7 </>) =

f4>2 dpQ + j<t>4> dp.+fct   dp   > 0  for  4> £ 9)(R)   and Radon measures  p.-, p..,

p-2,  then there exist Radon measures  v     v., v    such that B(<£, 4>) =

f4>2dvQ + f<f>4i'dv1 + C<p 2 dv2   and, moreover, J/2 dvQ + Jfgdv^+fg2 dv2 ZO

for all /, g e 2)(R).

Let  X be a real second order generalized stochastic process with orthog-

onal values, that is  X : XXR) —> H is a continuous linear map where -MR)  is

the space of real infinitely differentiable functions with compact support hav-

ing the usual inductive limit topology and  ri is a Hilbert space (of square in-

tegrable random variables, say). Moreover, if 96, \fi have disjoint supports

then Xicp) and X(z/z)  are orthogonal. Then the covariance Bid), yj) = (Xid)),

Xiip-))H is given by

co .

(1) B(c5, «/r) =    y    J^'ty^fl-zi Bld>,cp)>0,
i,/=0 J

where d)^1' is the z'th derivative, and the p.. are Radon measures on R such

that only finitely many of the measures \p . \ are nonzero on any bounded set.

(See Gel fand and Vilenkin [1964].) Another characterization of these covari-

ances has been given by Fernique [ 1967, Chapter IV]. We study in detail the

case in which  B(ci, iff) depends only on r/>, dj and their first derivatives, i.e.,

(!') Bicp, $)=    JZ    fs*('V(y)47,.
z'.7 = 0

From the symmetry of B we can assume pQ^ = p.Q. Since B is a (possi-

bly degenerate) inner product, it is determined by the values

(2) Bid>,<p) = fcp2dp0+ {cpd>'dp.x+f<p'2dp2>0

where p0 =M00> /^j =/xoi +^10' ^2 = ^1 T  "^ne rePreser>tation (2) is not

unique, in fact:

Proposition 1. fd>2 dpQ + fdxp' dpy + fd>'2 dp2 = 0 for all cp £ ®(R)   if

and only if dp.   =0, dp.- -2hdx and dp„ = dh for some function h of bound-

ed variation.
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Proof.  Let   T and  S be the distributions given by

T(cff) =   \<p dp0 + —   J <p' dp j     and     S(cff) =   I <p dpv

If  T(cp2) + S((p'2) = 0 for all <p  then   T = 0.  For let  / £ 3)(R)  have support

contained in [—c, c]  and choose  g e D(R)   such that  g(x) = 1  for x e[—c, ci.

Then /=^[(/ + g)2-(/-g)2]  while %[({' + g')2 - (/' - g')2] = f'g  = 0. It

follows that T(f) + S(6) =0 so T = 0. Now choose gj  such that g, = 1  on

[-c, c].  Then /' = Vt[(f' + g',)2 - (/' - gj)2]   and we deduce that S(f') = 0,

so  S is some multiple of Lebesgue measure which must clearly be  0.  Thus

p2 = 0;  the fact that   T = 0  implies that dpQ = dh tor some   /> of bounded vari-

ation.  The converse follows by integration by parts.     Q.E.D.

Let -0 (R) [resp., £> (R)] be the space of continuous real-valued functions

on R with compact support Lresp., continuously differentiable functions with

compact support] and denote the triplet (pQ, p., pf) of Radon measures by p.

Define quadratic forms

(3) Q^) = f<p2dp0 + fcf><f>'dpl + fcp'2dp2     on 3)KR)

and

^ Q,i.<f, g» = j72^0 + jfgdp, + (g2dp2     on ®°(R) x 3)°(R).

Example.  Let p =(28Q — 8^, 0, 2/rQ  ^]dx) where  8a is the point mass

at a and  /rQ .n   is the indicator function on  [0, l].  Then  Q    is nonnegative

definite,, i.e.,   Q Af>) > 0  for </> e i) (R),  but  Q     is not nonnegative definite

on 3)°(R) x fD°(R).    However if we let

v= (2(1 + x)-2/[oi-jzz'x, 4(1 + xH^jdx, 2I[Ql]dx),

then  g (0) = gv(<?)  for all <p fiSHR)  while  Qv((f, g)) > 0  for (/, g) 6 3)° x

3)°.
The following theorem asserts that a quadratic form  ()    of the form (3)

can always be (assumed to be) given by a triplet of measures p  such that  Q

is nonnegative definite on JJ   x i)  .

Theorem 1.  // p  is a triplet of Radon measures on R such that  Q,,(<p)>0

for all <f> £ ®  ,  /z5era /zWe exists a triplet v such that

(a) Q^di) = Qv(f>) for cpe§\

(b) Qj,(f,g))>0 for all   f, g   £2)0x$°.

Lemma.   // Q     is nonnegative definite, then p.   is a nonnegative Radon

measure.

Proof.  Let  h be a function of bounded variation such that p0 = dh.  Then

integrating by parts we have  fd>2 dpQ + fcpcp dpx = f<p<p'(dpl - 2hdx).  Thus

we can assume that  Q     is given by (3) with pQ = 0.  If p2  is not nonnegative,

there exists a compact set  K C R. such that p2(K) = -e, e > 0.  Let  U be an
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open relatively compact set, U D K, such that |/x2|(l*V0 < tr/10 where \p2\

is the total variation measure of p2. Let if/ £ JJ (R) be such that 0 < iff < 1,

drix) = 1   for  x £ K, xfXx) = 0 for  x i U.  Let

d>      ix) = y>(*)(sin nx)/n,        <h      ix) = ib(x)(cos nx)/n

so that

d>'    (x)2 = 7(*)2 cos2 nx + f     ix);       </>'    ix)2 = ifj(x)2 sin2 nx + f     (x)

and  I/     ||   , ||/     ||   , \\d>      d>      ||   , \d>     cp'     |l      all approach 0 as  n->oo.

Let  N  be so large that

Ws.N'rs.J <^0\pA(U),       H'c^cJl^e/lOlp^U),
(5)

lfsJ\ < min(f/10|j«2|(K), 1),       ||/CiN|| < minU/10|za2|(K), l).

Then

(6) J  ipix)2 cos2 Nxdp2  + jK^x)2 sin2 Nxdp2 = /^(K) = -cr.

Thus one of the two integrals on the left side of (6) must be less than

-e/2. Suppose f^2 sin2 Nxdp? <-e/2.  Then

!<Pc.N(p'c,Ndril + f'p'c2,Ndll2

= iU(f>c,N<t'c,Ndrll+ SUXK'p'c,Nd^2 + Jk^'c.N ^2'

But from (5)

and

IK^'c2,Ndll2= JK^2 sin2(Nx)dp2+ jKfc>Ndp2< 7/10) -7/2).

Thus   2,,((A    «') ^ 0.  If the other integral in (6) were less than -e/2  we could
/-I"       C ,1,

show  QS<f>s N) < 0. In either case we have a contradiction so p2 is nonnegative.

Proof of theorem.    Let  J)    be given the usual inductive limit topology

and let  V = 2)° © 2)° © ©°.  Define a subspace AI and a cone K in V as follows:

zM = {(0o,01,^2):0oe3)1 and ^=7^},

K = {(<p0, c^, ^2>: <p0(x) > 0, cb2(x) > 0, <p0(x)(p2(x) - cp^x)2 > 0 for all x 6 Ri.

Let

iX(cp0, d>v <p2))= Jc50dp0 + jd)ldfi1 + j(p2dp2,

so 'I* is a continuous linear functional on  V.  We show that O is nonnegative

on  AI Cl K.  For (d>0, <j> v <p2) £ M n K let  c > 0 be such that supp cpQ C[-c,c],

and let  ct £ JJ    be a nonnegative function such that  a= 1   in a neighborhood

of [-c, c].  Set
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fn(x) = a(x)(cp0(x) + n-1)1/2.

Since   a<pQ = a(Pn= ^>  we 8et

Un = "~laa! + +V f'n    = n~l(X'2 + ^l^O + «"1)"1'

so limB_J|s60 - /2L = 0, Yim^Jd/.-fj'J^ = 0.  If |x| >c, /Jx)2 =
zz    a(x)       ' 0 as  zz —> oo.  If |x| < c we must have cbSx) > f'(x)  .  For if

L —   '72

<p2(x) < f'(x)2 we would have <p2(x)<pQ(x) - rpj(x)2 < -d>2(x)n~1  which is im-

possible by assumption.  Thus lim inf  __X)(cp2 - f' ) > 0.

Thus  QSfn) > 0, the previous lemma, and Fatou's lemma imply that

<&«<p0, 4>v <f>2))>o.
The pair (V, K)  is a partially ordered topological vector space, and we

have shown that $ is a positive linear functional on the subspace (M, M O K).

We use the following results (see Namioka [1957]):

(I) If  M  is a subspace of a partially ordered t.v.s. (V, K)  suchthat for

each positive element x e V there exists  y 6 M which dominates x (i.e.,

y — x e K),  then each positive linear functional on  M can be extended to a

positive linear functional on   V.

(II) Let (V, K) be a partially ordered LF space which can be defined by

a nest of Frechet spaces  \V \ such that   K is closed in  V  and (V   n K.) —
x n n

(V   n K) = V    ior all  zz.  Then each  positive linear functional is continuous.72 ZZ r

V, Kt M satisfy the hypothesis of (I):   Suppose (<f>0, c6 , <p ) £ K and

suppose [-c, c]  contains the supports of <pQ, c6j  and <£,. Let af®1 be

such that  a= (2||<p0||J1/2  on [-c, ci.  Then (a2, aa, a'2 + 2<p2) £ M and

dominates  (ip0, <p1? <pf), i.e.,

(a2 - <pQ, ad -4>v (a2 + 2<p2) - <p2) £ K,

since

(a(x)2 - <p0(x))(a'U)2 + <p2(x)) - (a(x)a'(x) - cp Ax))2 > 0

for all  x £ R can be verified by considering  |x| < c  and then  |x| > c.

To show that the hypothesis of (II) is satisfied, note that   V  is the induc-

tive limit of the Frechet spaces

V   = 3)°[-n, n] ©fD°[-B, nl ©3)°[-rz, zz]
n

where

3)°[-zz, zz] = \<b e3)0(R) : supp </» C [-«, zz]!.

If   cpQ,cpv4>2   eVn, write <pQ = <p* -ep", <p2 = d>2-d>- where <pQ+ =

max(0, <pn)  and <p~ = max(0, -<p0).  Let <A0 = ||<p,| - d>ry}, <A2 = ll^il "^l*

Then

(7)      (<p0,cpv cp2) = (if/0 + <pt, <f,v dj2+cp+)-(i(,0 + <p-, Q,ifj2 + cp2).

The second term on the right in (7) clearly belongs to   V    flK.  To see that

the first term belongs to   V    n K,  note that if/Q + d>0 > |</>j|, ip2 + f>2  > \d>A

and (|</>|,, </>,> |<p,|) £ K.   Finally it is easy to see that  rv  is closed in  V.
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Thus the functional $ on  M extends to a continuous linear functional

on   V,  that is, there are Radon measures (vQ, vy, v2) such that

<StX4>0, <pv <p2))  = fd*0dv0 + J<f>ldv1 +fd>2dv2

and $ is nonnegative on  K.  But since (f2, fg, g2) £ K tor all /, g e®°(R)

we have conclusion (b) of the theorem.     Q.E.D.

The triplet of measures (vQ, vx, v2) whose existence is guaranteed by

Theorem 1 is not unique, although by Proposition 1 we must have v2 = p2 for

any such triplet.  For example, the measure triplets (l + |x| dx, -2xdx, \x\ dx)

and (|x| dx, 0, |x| dx) define distinct positive linear functionals on (V, K)

which agree on   AI.

It can be shown that if a triplet v satisfies conclusion (b) of Theorem 1 then:

(i) "7 > °> v2 ^ °i

(ii) v.   is absolutely continuous with respect to vQ + v-

(iii) if a= dvQ/d(vQ + v2), ft = dvx/d(vQ + v2),   and   y = dv2/d(vQ + vj,

then ft2 - 4ay= 0 a.e. (uQ + i^2).

In summary then, we have shown that if B(d>, ip) 'ls the covariance of a

process with independent values depending only on 96, if/ and their first de-

rivatives (in the sense of equation (1 )),  then we can write

Bid,, d>) = jicp2a + cbcp'ft + d>'2y) da

for some positive Radon measure a and some locally cr-integrable functions

a, ft, y with  a > 0, y > 0 and ft2 - Aay < 0 a.e. (cr).

Of course, the questions discussed above are quite general ones about

inner products involving functions and their derivatives and these results

would appear to be useful in other contexts (see, for example, Helton [1972]).

I conjecture the following generalization of Theorem 1:

If  Q(d>) = S.       nfch    <t>     dP:4 is a positive quadratic form on 3)(R), then

the measures p.. can be assumed to satisfy 2,.   .   . [f.f.du .. > 0  whenever
l J J l ,7=U J    I ' 7    '   IJ —

/0, ...,/m£2)0(r).

These results appeared in the author's doctoral dissertation written at

M.I.T. under Professor R. M. Dudley who suggested the problem treated here.
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